
[Title of Page] Social Media 

[Head] Grow your small business using social media. 

Social networks are the perfect places to meet and create new fans. Social 
media marketing efforts are in-bound, meaning visitors choose to see your 
products and services. Social media also spreads the word about an existing 
website, blog, or store and drives focused traffic there. 

But social media posting cannot be done without a strategy. While all your posts 
need the same tone, each network is different and requires a different style of 
posting. Your social media posts, like all your writing, need to use good 
copywriting strategies. Do not neglect calls to action and headlines. 

Your content also needs to have a framework. The subject matter, posting time, 
and frequency of posting need thought. Editorial calendars are very helpful for 
creating this structure. Incorporate all your media--such as your website, blog, 
and print advertising--into the editorial calendar for best results. 

Focused social media efforts are key to small business success in todayʼs weak 
economy. I can help you with your social media and writing needs. 
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[Head] Written communication can make or break a brand. 

Written information inundates today's society more than ever before, making it 
even more important for your brand message to really stand out. Effective 
writing is essential for everywhere your brand lives--print, websites, social media, 
and other written materials. 

Website copy builds upon good copywriting techniques. Headlines, subheads, 
and calls to action can make or break your website's profitability. In addition, all 
web writers need to understand how to maximize keywords in the form of SEO 
writing. 

SEO writing can take the form of SEO article writing, SEO content writing, SEO 
website copy, or SEO copywriting. A seasoned pro will create copy that remains 
evergreen and isn't in need of monitoring as regularly as some other SEO 
systems. Small-business SEO is extremely important. Don't miss out on one of its 
most valuable aspects by neglecting to hire a good SEO writer. 

Think social media posts don't need good SEO or copywriting? Wrong. The very 
nature of this quick communication often requires even more writing skill. 
Translating your message into short bursts of information is tricky. 

In short, an effective media strategy requires the skill of a talented writer. View 
my portfolio here. 


